


“KEHS is a place where 
girls can achieve their 
dreams in a safe and encouraging 
environment.”
Year 9 girl



Choosing a school for your daughter is such an 
important decision because the school you select will 
play a huge part in your daughter’s life, equipping her 
not only with the skills and experiences she will need 
for further study and employment but with principles, 
values and friendships which will last a lifetime. 

King Edward VI High School for Girls is a beautiful 
school with the capacity to transform the lives of the 
bright, multi-talented girls who come here from an 
extraordinary range of backgrounds. We’re delighted 
– though not surprised - that the Sunday Times recently 
rated us number one in the Midlands Top 10 
Independent Schools – and not only for our 
outstanding results. We’re about far more than just 
stellar grades and Oxbridge places. Offering girls a 
richly varied and exciting education in a friendly, 
nurturing environment is important to us.

We want to fire girls’ imaginations and arouse their 
intellectual curiosity so they discover their particular 
passions, from ground-breaking scientific research or 
American history to high level sport, music or art. We 
know our girls will be tomorrow’s leaders and we 
want to help them develop the drive and negotiating 
skills they’ll need for the world of work, alongside the 
confidence to aim high and pursue their ambitions with 
determination whatever the challenges. 

This is a unique school; the girls’ intellectual rigour, 
their focus and commitment, the questions they ask, the 
music they make, their fundraising for a wide range of 
charities all demonstrate the quality of the education 
at King Edward VI High School for Girls. You are most 
welcome to come and visit us, meet our impressive girls 
and staff and discover for yourself why the education 
we offer is so distinctive. 

Welcome to KEHS
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Academic Excellence
We are proud of our reputation as a top performing 
independent school; we regularly achieve over 90% 
A*- B grades at A Level and girls are successful 
in gaining places in their chosen field at the very 
competitive Russell group universities including, of 
course, Oxford and Cambridge.  

But we are not only interested in examination 
successes; we aim to make our girls rounded 
individuals by helping them discover the branches 
of knowledge which excite them and spark a love 
of learning for its own sake. 

We encourage them to think and work independently 
and to take on extra challenges, such as the national 
Science and Maths Olympiads, Engineering awards 
and creative writing workshops. A number of our Sixth 
Formers opt to work on the Extended Project alongside 
their A levels enabling them to explore in more depth 
a topic of their choice. 

Our inspirational teaching is nationally recognised; 
KEHS was the first independent school to be awarded 
teaching school status in the first cohort in 2011.



“The school aims to be distinctive in 
its strong academic emphasis, and to inspire 

both a love of  learning for its own sake and a 
pursuit of  excellence in school and beyond. 

All this it achieves extremely well. ”
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ISI Inspection Report 2010



Discover Your Passion
Our approach to education is encapsulated in the 
words of the Greek historian Plutarch: “The mind is 
not a vessel to be filled, but a fire to be ignited”.  
We want our girls to discover their passion, however 
unusual, and pursue it for the sheer joy of the 
intellectual journey. No amount of rote learning 
or spoon feeding facts simply to pass exams can 
compare with the excitement of exploring a subject 
that fascinates and engages you, making work an 
adventure, not a chore. 

In the words of a Sixth Former: 

“KEHS is an environment 
in which we are encouraged 
to study hard but also
enjoy our work….
We are given the 
inspiration but 
inspired to do more.”  
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We foster links with a range of universities and many 
girls attend lectures at the University of Birmingham. 
Small groups of Sixth Formers meet pioneers in their 
field and distinguished academics at lunchtime or 
evening sessions. All this helps to stimulate a sense of 
intellectual curiosity.   





As a close-knit, caring community, KEHS is able to offer 
individual attention and support - whether a girl is a 
gifted mathematician, a talented linguist or a scientist  
enjoying the extra stimulation of university level 
extended projects. As one parent put it: “KEHS does 
difference well”, and our liberal, tolerant ethos and 
respect for diversity allows students from a broad mix 
of cultures and social backgrounds to flourish. 

In our multi-faith school, whole school assemblies
often prepared and delivered by the girls to promote 
a charity close to their hearts, are an opportunity for 
the school community to meet together twice a week. 

We offer around 70 extra-curricular activities per week, 
from chess club, to the Duke of Edinburgh scheme to 
the unique ‘Living History Society’, so there truly is 
something for everyone, enabling girls to experience 
new activities, meet new people and develop new 
talents and skills. 

Offering Girls 
Endless Opportunities 
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Creative Expression
KEHS has always been celebrated for its music and 
drama and now it has the perfect stage for even more 
ambitious productions - the magnificent new Sir Paul 
and Lady Ruddock Performing Arts Centre - a 450 seat 
concert hall with a drama and dance studio which we 
share with King Edward’s School next door. We stage 
many joint productions and our professional standard 
Symphony Orchestra, Swing Band and choirs are 
made up of outstanding musicians from both schools; 
lunchtime recitals and afternoon concerts are a treat 
but the highlight of the musical year is our concert at 
Symphony Hall in Birmingham.
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“Inspectors found girls excited by their 
study, committed to learning and to 

wide participation in all aspects of  life 
at school, and highly appreciative of  the 
encouragement and care they receive.”  

ISI Inspection Report





Summer concert at 
Symphony Hall, 

Birmingham
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Dazzling Productions
Our dance productions, mainly devised and staged by 
the girls themselves, are always a highly entertaining 
sell-out and showcase a range of styles from Tap, 
Modern and Irish dance to Bhangra and Ballet. The 
Drama department prides itself on giving all girls the 
opportunity to be involved whether that be performing 
on stage or working behind the scenes building sets, 
making costumes or lighting our productions. Our junior 
and senior school productions offer the girls a chance 
to collaborate in large scale performances, promoting 
teamwork, commitment and ultimately a great sense 
of achievement.  Most importantly, we endeavour to 
inspire a love of theatre, either as active participants or 
appreciative audiences.
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“The pupils’ cultural development and 
success is demonstrated in the high 

quality and frequent presentations of  
musical and dramatic events and by the 

numerous clubs and societies.”
ISI Inspection Report



Sporting Success
In sport, as in so many areas of school life, we 
provide a huge range of options, giving girls the 
chance to discover where their talents and interests 
lie. We promote a healthy lifestyle, encouraging girls 
to be active and to take part whether in traditional 
games like hockey, netball, rounders and tennis or in 
gymnastics and zumba. Despite all this choice, KEHS 
is highly successful in team sports; school squads from 
Under 12s to Under 18s train hard during the week, 
preparing for Saturday matches against other top 
Midlands teams and regularly bringing home trophies 
from local, regional and national championships at 
all levels. Many girls achieve county, regional  and 
national selection in a range of sports and win 
prestigious titles. 

“One of  my first memories 
of  the school is getting 
the list of  activities on 
at lunchtime and after 
school and highlighting 
the majority of  the page. 
There was so much for 
me to choose from and I 
wanted to do them all.”
Sixth Former
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“The pupils’ personal development 
is excellent. They are actively 
engaged in their school and they 
work very well with their teachers.”
ISI Inspection Report



Each girl has a form tutor who offers encouragement 
and support and a vital line of communication for 
parents. We want girls at KEHS to work hard and 
achieve their potential but equally importantly to be 
happy and confident. 

We are proud of our strong pastoral system which 
makes time for girls; time to listen and time to offer 
help and advice for any girls struggling with the 
familiar difficulties of adolescence: stress, exam 
worries, friendship problems, family friction – and  
more challenging problems like bereavement, illness 
or divorce. 

Our experienced pastoral team is supported by our 
very own matron who is on hand to deal with illness 
but also to talk with and listen to girls. We also have 
a fully-trained school based counsellor who is able to 
work with girls, and a school doctor who comes into 
school once a week and who can be contacted by 
parents if they have any concerns. KEHS is one of the 
first schools to pilot sessions in Mindfulness and 
Well-Being as part of our aim to develop balanced, 
resilient young women, capable of coping with the 
challenges of modern life. As one of our girls put it: 
“KEHS is a school that understands how it feels to be 
a teenager growing up in a busy world”.

A Friendly Supportive Environment
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School Life
Academic life is characterised by a palpable sense  
of excitement in learning and self-discovery and a 
quiet, determined ambition. The main challenge for 
our all-rounders is juggling all the different activities 
they want to pursue, from professional standard music 
and drama to Astronomy club, from editing the school 
magazine to running popular spring and summer 
parties for local elderly people. KEHS is unapologetic 
about its academic rigour but it is definitely not an 
exam factory. It is a richly diverse environment which 
produces charming and impressive young women with 
the ability to think for themselves.

Our facilities are superb offering a blend of  
traditional and modern; we have a beautiful 
library, a modern dining hall and spectacular 
games pitches set in leafy grounds. 

Our generous system of means-tested 
Assisted Places enables a broad range 
of talented girls to come here and fulfil 
their potential among like-minded 
students regardless of their family 
circumstances. 



“I have done things I could never 
have imagined doing. Some of  

my deepest friendships have come 
from the extra-curricular activities.”
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Sixth Former





In an increasingly competitive world, personal 
qualities such as maturity, emotional intelligence, 
teamwork and leadership are as important as 
academic achievements. Girls make friendships 
which will last a lifetime.

Many members of our senior sports sides help 
to coach and encourage their junior teammates,
building their own confidence as they pass on 
their skills and strengthening the bonds between 
different age groups within the school. 

Visitors invariably comment on how articulate, 
welcoming and quietly confident our girls are, 
with the ability to talk to anyone. They are our best 
ambassadors and we are extremely proud of them. 

Developing Confidence 
and Meeting Challenges

“Before I came to KEHS, I only knew 
one person also joining in my year, but 
all the teachers and other pupils made 
me feel really welcome here.”
Year 7 student
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“Attending KEHS Sixth Form has allowed 
me to make a lot of  good friends, whilst 
studying in an environment where 
everyone wants to learn.” 
Sixth Former



For many of our girls, entering the Sixth Form marks a 
broadening of horizons and a sense of freedom, as 
they enjoy the extra privileges and responsibilities of 
seniority: well-equipped Sixth Form common rooms, 
greater independence in their choice of studies and 
learning styles and the chance to become leaders and 
role models within the school. For most it is a stimulating 
time when they can concentrate on the academic 
subjects they particularly enjoy; it provides a useful 
prelude to life at a top university which will be the next 
stage for the vast majority of our students. 

With so many girls continuing activities like sport, 
drama or music to a high level and taking the lead 
in community service initiatives, learning to manage 
their time and commitments effectively is a particularly 
important life-skill as they make the transition to 
adulthood.

Sixth Form Life
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Looking to 
the Future
We aim to support girls to become resilient, confident 
young women, prepared for the challenges of modern 
life in further education and employment. We believe 
KEHS offers the best possible preparation for university 
life and beyond, thanks to the academic rigour we 
expect and the intellectual confidence instilled in our 
girls through the outstanding teaching and the wide 
range of experiences on offer. We use our own 
Careers Advisers and a network of alumnae and 
parents to offer help and guidance on everything from 
university courses to information on careers. 

Come and See 
KEHS in Action
Words and pictures can only give a hint of what our 
school is really like. To understand what makes us so 
distinctive - the intellectual curiosity, the inspirational 
teaching and the sheer excitement of so many bright, 
creative people working together - you need to 
experience it first hand. Please come and visit us, meet 
our amazing girls and staff and see for yourself the 
unique blend of tradition and innovative thinking which 
lie at the heart of KEHS.



Come and See 
KEHS in Action
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King Edward VI High School for Girls • Edgbaston Park Road • Birmingham • B15 2UB 
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